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24.	Show how far Italy was indebted to either France or Prussia for the
success of her national movement.	(ol '30, nujb '32.)
25.	Consider the influence of the reign of Frederick William IV on the
history of (a) Prussia, (b) Germany as a whole.	(lm '24.)
26.	Trace the stages by which Bismarck brought about the unification of
Germany under Prussia between 1862 and 1871.   (lm '26, nujb '31.)
27.	To what extent was Bismarck justified by events in his view that only
a policy of " blood and iron " could bring about German unification"?
{nujb '32*)
28.	How were Bismarck's statesmanship and political foresight illustrated
by his settlement after the Austro-Prussian War ?	(lgs '24.)
29.	Trace the steps by which Prussia gradually ousted Austria from the
leadership of Germany.	(ol '32.)
30.	Describe the attempts to deal with the Schleswig-HoJstein question.
How far do you consider the final settlement a just one ? (lm '22, '23.)
31.	Indicate the main objects of Austrian policy between 1850 and 1871,
and consider whether they were achieved.	(lm '23.)
32.	Mark the chief stages in the transformation of Austria between 1849
and 1867.	(lm '25.)
33.	What were the main elements of Prussian strength and Austrian weakness
which contributed to the result of the Austro-Prussian War of 1866 ?
(lgs '22.)
34.	On what occasions and for what reasons did Austria and Prussia come
into conflict in the nineteenth century ?	(lm '32.)
35.	Explain the importance of (a) the Anglo-French Treaty of Commerce
(1860) and (6) the reorganisation of Austro-Hungary in 1867-68.
(nujb '32.)
36.	In what ways did Spanish affairs influence European politics, 1820-70 ?
(lm '24.)
37.	What were the chief difficulties of Napoleon Ill's position as Emperor
of the French, and into what blunders did they lead Mm during the
second decade of his reign ?	(lgs '23.)
38.	What benefits did Napoleon III confer on France, and why did his
strength and popularity in France decline ?	(oc '30.)
39.	Indicate the chief reasons for the early successes and eventual failure
of the Second Empire in France (1852-70).	(lm '23.)
40.	Discuss the responsibility for the Franco-German War, and point out
the chief reasons for the success of Germany.	_       (lm '22.)
41.	Distinguish the various causes for the defeat of the French in the Franco-
German Wai', and estimate their relative importance. (lgs '23, lm '24.)
42.	Show how the course of the Franco-Prussian War was affected by the
capitulations of (a) Sedan, (b) Metz, (c) Paris.	(ol '32.)
43.	Show the military and political importance of the Franco-Prussian War.
(nujb '3?.)
44.	How did the North German Confederation become the German Empire
of 1871 ?	(oc '30.)
45.	Discuss the contention that the Germans showed themselves good
treaty-makers in 1866 and 1871.	(lm '24.)
46.	What was the form of government of pre-war Germany, and why did
the government take that form ?	(cl '32.)

